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Check List for Preparing Chinese Christian Returnees 
 

Returnee’s name: 

Mentor’s name: 

Date: 
You can fill in this PDF by clicking on the boxes 

Discipled as a Chinese Believer Yes Unsure No 

1. The returnee reads the Chinese Bible some of the time.    

2. The returnee prays in Chinese some of the time.    

3. The returnee has conversations about spiritual things in Chinese some 
of the time. 

   

4. The returnee attends a Chinese Bible study, fellowship or Church some 
of the time. 

   

Pre-Return Training Yes Unsure No 

5. The returnee has had training in transition, grief and reverse-cultural 
shock. 

   

6. The returnee has had training in understanding the Chinese Church as 
well as the political, social and cultural situation in China. 

   

7. The returnee has had training in understanding the issues faced by 
Christians in terms of family, marriage and relationships in China. 

   

8. The returnee has had training in understanding issues faced by 
Christians in the work place in China.  (e.g. life balance/work hours, 
employer expectations, corruption etc.) 

   

9. The returnee has made a clear profession of faith by explaining the 
gospel message in their own words and giving testimony to the changes 
in their lives. 

   

Networking Yes Unsure No 

10. The returnee is willing to be followed up in China by Chinese 
brothers and sisters and is willing to connect to a local Chinese church or 
fellowship.  They understand that their fellowship and involvement will 
need to be with Chinese people in Chinese language. 

   

11. There is a mentor in Australia who is committed to stay connected 
with the returnee and mentor them (via, email, Skype, WeChat) for the 
next 1-2 years or until they are settled in a Church or fellowship in China. 

   

12. The returnee’s mentor has completed a referral form and has 
introduced the returnee into a network that will attempt to connect the 
returnee with a Church or fellowship in China.  This should be done 
ideally at least 2 months before returning to China. 
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